2019-2020 Schedule of
Fees:

Kathy Lincoln
Quilts

Lecture: $450

Workshops:
3-Hour: $450
6-Hour: $650
$400 for a lecture booked with a
workshop.
Prices do not include travel
expenses.

Kathy Lincoln
5613 Tilia Court
Burke, VA 22015
703-426-2926 studio
kathy@kathylincoln.com
www.facebook.com/
QuiltingwithKathyLincoln

My grandmother taught me to sew when I was
nine. Garment construction was my primary
focus until 1984 when I learned to quilt with
templates made out of cereal boxes. In 1985, I
discovered rotary cutters and rulers, and I
started teaching others in 1992.
I have exhibited quilts at International Quilt
Festival in Houston, American Quilt Society
Show in Paducah, Vermont Quilt Festival, MidAtlantic Quilt Festival and other shows. I offer
lectures and workshop nationally. I have also
taught at the Quilters Unlimited Quilt Show
(Chantilly, VA) in 2003, 2004, 2007, 2009, and
2010.
My quilt, “In My Shade Garden,” was published in the February/March 2009 issue of
Quilters Newsletter. I also participated in the
“Vintage Revisited Challenge,” making six
quilts that traveled the United States with this
exhibit. This challenge is published and is
available as Vintage Revisited: A Quilt Block
Challenge by Mary Kerr. For the complete listing of all my published works, please go to my
Publications Page..
I have a special passion for simplifying techniques. I believe in reducing fabric waste and
speeding up the process, as time is my most
precious commodity. I am always looking for
new ways to do things and working to improve
my techniques. I especially enjoy helping others learn and share my love of quilt making.
I live in Northern Virginia with my husband,
Howard.

Voyages 2006©
3 place ribbon at Vermont Quilt Festival
(2007)
rd

www.KathyLincoln.com.

Lectures:

My Quilting Journey:

This is my trunk show . I have over 50 quilts
that chronicle my journey.

Pattern Problem Solving:

This lecture is about how to handle bad or
flawed directions while implementing your
favorite techniques. This lecture could also
be titled, “What to do when patterns fail you.”

Design Your Own: Appliqué

This lecture is about how to approach the
process of designing your own appliqué pieces, borders, or blocks.

Workshops:

Freeform Quilting:

A 3 or 6-hour workshop that teaches how
to prepare your quilt for quilting and how to
think about the quilting of your quilt. Using
a panel (cheater’s cloth), we practice the
actual techniques involved.

Machine Appliqué:

A 3-hour workshop designed to make appliqué fun. The basic technique can be
adapted to hand appliqué as well. I design
a special project for each workshop.

Design Your Own: Pieced Blocks

This lecture is about how you can use public
domain blocks to make your own special
quilt; where you can find these blocks and
what history is involved.

Design Your Own: Appliqué

A 3-hour or 6-hour workshop to design
a 16” - 20” block. Basic techniques
will be explored and each participant
will design a block. Different appliqué
techniques and other options on how
to execute the design will be discussed.
3-6-9-12 Quilt 2016

.3-6-9-12 Quilt:
One block made in multiple sizes can easily
result in a “one of a kind” quilt with visual interest and variety. We will discuss both artistic and technical considerations as you plan
your quilt. We will make a sample set of
blocks to help with the planning process.

North to Alaska:

This quilt commemorates a trip to Alaska
and is a fun way to learn a new technique for
1/4 square triangles and partial seam construction. We will concentrate on piecing tips
for more accurate piecing

Turn up Your Piecing:
In My Shade Garden-2007©
Published in the Feb/Mar 2009
issue of Quilters’ Newsletter.

A 3-hour workshop that teaches four quick
piecing techniques that not only will speed
up your piecing but will increase you accuracy.

Nine Patch Wonders:

A 3 or 6 hour workshop to design a
quilt which uses simple 9-patch blocks
for the background and whatever appliqué motif that you are inspired to
put on the quilt.

Let’s Get Started:

Have you ever wanted to start quilting
or to improve your basic skills? We
will start with rotary cutting and not
stop till we have covered piecing,
pressing and borders.

Fearless Templates:

A 3-hour workshop designed to take
the fear out of templates and remove
the need to paper piece difficult
shapes.

